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Convenience and easy use.
Included storage case. 

5 Units Digital Torque Adapter

www.hoya.twmail.net

* Digital Torque Adapter comes with Tire 
   Pressure Gauge.
* After tightened tire bolts,it can take 
measurement tire pressure use same tool. 

Torque Adapter +Tire Pressure Gauge2 IN 1 Digital 

TAIWAN
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1/2" 5 Units Digital Torque Adapter Tool Set
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*10 pre-setts torque reading (adjustable) for 
  10 work piece at the same torque wrench.
*Preset frequently used torque reading on the 
  digital torque wrench directly. 
*It doesn’t needunwind spring like mechanical 
  design when re-set a new torque reading.
*It doesn’t need unwind spring like mechanical *It doesn’t need unwind spring like mechanical 
  design, when reset a new torque reading. 

9*12, 1/4",3/8”,1/2" Interchangeable Head Digital Torque Wrench

Mini Digital Torque Wrench

*Preset frequently used torque reading 
 on the mini digital torque wrench.
*It doesn’t need unwind spring like 
 mechanical design, when reset a new 
 torque reading.

TAIWAN
www.hoyastar.com
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"Simultaneous" Angle / Digital Torque Wrench

* Simultaneous display of torque and angle.
* Torque and Angle provide the most accurate 
   and fast way to achieve torque plus angle.
* The angle can be accumulated when used in 
   limited space.
*  It can measure angle directly, do not need 
   mechanical angle gauge.   mechanical angle gauge.

* Torque and Angle provide the most accurate 
  and fast way to achieve torque plus angle.  
* The angle can be accumulated when used in 
  limited space.
* It can measure angle directly, do not need 
  mechanical angle gauge.

Flash " Angle / Torque 
Digital Torque Wrench

TAIWAN
www.hoyastar.com
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HY-3702
Retractable Cable + Automotive Voltage Tester
Descriptions:
* Used for testing electrical circuits in cars , trailer, boats.
* Retractable cable reel assembly that has the cable reel 
   which attaches to a midpoint of a cable and you can rotated it, 
   winds both ends of the cable up on the cable reel.
* Releasable detent arrangement is used to retain a desired 
   amount of cable extending from the assembly.   amount of cable extending from the assembly.
Features:
* Check on 6, 24 and 48V DC systems.
* Voltage measurement from 10-55V.
* Digital display to read accurate voltage value.
* LED indication for Power (Red) and Ground (Green).
* Set can be used with any multiple meter or device equipped 
   with banana jack connectors Included banana plugs on the    with banana jack connectors Included banana plugs on the 
   2 x 6 m with retractable test leads.

6-48V Digital Circuit Tester Kits

TAIWAN
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HY-1675B

Descriptions:
* Check on 6, 12, 24 and 48V systems.
* Digital Circuit Tester with:
  1. Piercing Probe with Banana Socket
  2. Insulated cable piercer probe with Banana Socket
  3. Test Probe with 4mm banana socket
  4. Alligator Clip (1PC, red color)  4. Alligator Clip (1PC, red color)
Features:
* With CE Approval.
* Coil cord stretches to 12-feet.
* Digital display to read the accurate voltage value.
* LCD indication for power (Red) and ground (Green).
* Probes utilize standard 4mm banana jacks to ensure 
  compatibility with most circuit testing equipment and meters  compatibility with most circuit testing equipment and meters

HY-6520 92PCS Terminal Test Kit
Multi Function Automobile Tester
Descriptions:
1. DC Voltage Measurement
2. Current Measurement
3. Resistance Measurement
4. Signal Frequency and Max / Min Voltage Measurement
5. Illumination
6. Testing Power Providing6. Testing Power Providing
7. Temperature Measurement
Accessory:
1. Power Clips
2. Cigarette Lighter Plug
3. Auxiliary Ground Connector
4. Connector
5. Long Testing Probe5. Long Testing Probe
6. Wire Piercing Probe

HY-3601C

Testing probe x 2
Alligator clip x 2
1 to 2 connector x 2
5K variable resistor x 2
Polarity tester/stroboscope x 2
SRS air bag replacement connector x 2
Testing needle x 4Testing needle x 4
Male/female to male/female extension 
wire x 4
Round terminal x 24
Flat terminal x 48

Application: 
1. When checking the parts, it could connect the back of terminal directly
 ,  would not to damage the circuit, reduce the circuit rust and avoid to 
    adding impedance. 
2. Apply to any Automotive Multi-meter, the extended line of probe for 
    oscilloscope. More convenient connection and checking rapidly. 
3. When checking the electric current, only use the lines to connect the 3. When checking the electric current, only use the lines to connect the 
    circuit; do not need to cut the electric wires. 
4. Variable Resister can simulate the pretend signal of coolant 
    temperature sensor, throttle valve sensor and send the pretend signal 
    to computer. It would avoid risk to change the new parts again. 
5. Equip 2 sets LED light. It can supervise hall effect, photoelectric signal, 
    nozzle, electromagnetic valve, electromagnetic valve of transmission 
    shift gear… and control signals.     shift gear… and control signals. 
6. SRS Connector can simulate airbag and routed contracting device of 
   safety belt to avoid accident or miss-judgment. 
7. Various wires in this box, it is suitable for the Europe, America and 
   Japan terminal. High common use and convenience. 
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HY-7651
Vehicle Actuator Tester

Descriptions:
This device is design to test electronic components 
actuate by magnetic field or electronic magnetic field. 
Devices like actuator, ignition coil, AC generator, 
indoor air blower, valve controller EGR (exhaust gas 
control), injector, spark plug, relay and hall effect 
sensor can be tested. sensor can be tested. 
Features:
* With CE Approval.
* Positive and Negative sensor.
* Power indicator: GREEN LED.
* Power supply: 1.5 V AA x 2 pcs.
* Red LED means strong; Yellow LED means weak.

Digital Electronic Tyre Pressure Gauge
HY-6515

Descriptions:
To measure tyre pressure, measuring range: 
5-150 PSI.
Features:
With CE Approval.
Working voltage: 3V.
Working temperature: 0-50°CWorking temperature: 0-50°C
4 unit sets conversion: PSI, Bar, kPa, kg/cm².
Resolution: 0.1 PSI, 0.01 Bar, 1 kPa, 0.01 kg/cm.
Accuracy: 5-100 PSI: ±1 PSI / 101-150 PSI: ±2 PSI
Life: over 3 year, once a day, 20 seconds a time.
Dual power: solar panel & lithium battery, CR2032
With LCD back-light, LED light (only use for searching 
gas vent).gas vent).
Auto power off time: 25 seconds after measuring, or 
manually press Unit/Off key for a few seconds to turn it off.

Brake Fluid Tester

Descriptions:
With CE and RoHS Approval.
Design to test brake fluid DOT3, DOT4 
and DOT 5.1.
Brands: DOT 3, DOT 4, DOT 5.1, 
AC Delco, Pennzoili, Prestone, Motorcraft,
Toyota.Toyota.
There is a switch that can select the brand 
of brake fluid, it can detect 8 different kinds
of brake fluids separately and precisely 
test the water content in the brake fluid.
Battery (included): one 1.5V, type AAA

HY-6512D

Cordless Circuit Tester

Descriptions:
Checks from 3 to 28 volt, LCD Display 
shows polarity. 
1. Rugged carbon fiber reinforced plastic 
    construction. 
2. No ground wire or clip required. 
3. Cap with pocket clip makes carrying and 3. Cap with pocket clip makes carrying and 
    storing convenient and safe. 

HY-1947 HY-1960A

Descriptions:
Check on 3-48V systems.
Especially suitable for the control of electrical and 
electronic parts of motor vehicles, for the fault finding 
on components.
Accessory:
1. Banana connector1. Banana connector
2. Additional crocodile clip
3. Testing probe for testing connection
Features:
With CE Approval.
Pierce through clip for cable < 0.157-in.
Housing in black ABS material- cable length 1.0m.
With voltage indicator: 2 LED (light emitting diodes) With voltage indicator: 2 LED (light emitting diodes) 
with negative and positive poles.

3-48V Auto Tester12V Auto Battery and Charging 
System Analyzer

Descriptions:
1. Auto battery analyzer checks batteries, 
   regulators and alternators. 
2. For all 12V system vehicles, with LED indicator 
    that helps pinpoint problems for fast 
    troubleshooting. 
3. Other car battery testers are also available.3. Other car battery testers are also available.
4. With CE Approval. 

HY-1948
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Ultrasonic Leak Detector
Descriptions:
Ultrasonic leak detector utilizes ultrasonic sensor to 
check the air-tightness of pipeline. The operation is 
easy and accurate. The instrument can identify the 
gas leakage of various pressure or vacuum system. 
The transmitter will generate 40kHz ultrasonic signal, 
and it is used in conjunction with the detector to and it is used in conjunction with the detector to 
detecting the leaking location of the object. 
For example, the detector will detect signal leaking 
from the hole of the pipeline and as user moves the 
detector, the hole can be located correctly. 
The main application is the tightness test of any kinds, 
for example, doors, windows, plumbing, container, 
car windows, refrigerators … etc. car windows, refrigerators … etc. 

6-24V Car Circuit Tester
HY-1954

Descriptions:
Check on 6-24V system.
The alligator (earth) clip is suitable earth and the tip 
of the contact blade is placed onto the part to be used. 
If current is present the test light will glow.
Features:
With CE and RoHS Approval.With CE and RoHS Approval.
Solid brass body with a test light.
850mm cable with an alligator clip on the end.
Prod tip is covered with brass protective screw cap.

In-Line Spark Plug Tester
Descriptions:
Test for no spark condition.
With CE and RoHS Approval.
Handy pocket screw driver type.
Checks dead spark plugs in automotive.
Essential for trouble shooting all internal 
combustion engines.combustion engines.

HY-1807

11 PCS Deluxe Noid Light / 
IAC Kit Plus One Fiber Optic Noid 
Light Extension
Descriptions:
Kit packs in a deluxe molded plastic case.
Set includes: 8 Noid lights for testing GM 
PFI, FORD TBI, GEO TBI, BOSCH PFI, 
GM TBI, GM SCPI, GM MULTEC 2 and 
BOSCH 2.
One IAC signal test lights for GM TBI and One IAC signal test lights for GM TBI and 
PFI fuel injection system, and one for GM 
Model 1987 or newer GM Model 700 TBI 
and PFI fuel injection system. Plus one fiber 
optic Noid Light extension. 

HY-7500A HY-7124

Descriptions:
This Multi-Meter is designed for easy-carry with 
pocket-size and available for one-hand operation. 
It has functions of:
1. Auto Polarity and Unit Display with LCD.
2. Diode and Continuity Measurement.
3. AC / DC Current Measurement.3. AC / DC Current Measurement.
4. AC / DC Voltage Measurement.
5. Non-contact Voltage Sensing.
6. Resistance Measurement.
7. Auto Shut Down.
8. Illumination.
9. Data Hold.

Digital Portable Multi-Meter12V Automobile Power Supply
Descriptions:
This is 12V automobile power supply. 
Avoid the loss of memory during the battery 
replacement.
Features:
Suitable for various cars.
Built-in circuit protection.Built-in circuit protection.
LED indication: Clear indication from all direction.
Power diagnosis: Low power warning when the power 
is low.
Mistake proofing: Prevent the wrong polarity been 
connected.
Easy operation: Independent connecting wire, prevent 
short-circuit.short-circuit.
Safe protection: Fuse within, which will protect 
computer from short-circuit.

HY-3621

HY-7635
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ULTRA LED COB SLIM LIGHT

USB Charger
Input: 100~240V AC
Output: 5V DC 1A

2-IN-1 LED FOCUS ADJUSTABLE FLASHLIGHT/ COB WORKLIGHT

* Suitable for car, workshop 
   house or anywhere
* Handy and light
* Lighting around 10 hours
   after charging
* Power saving

TAIWAN
www.hoyastar.com

No. HY-HL1116



Both ends folding hooks
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DUAL ROW ULTRA SLIM LED COB LIGHT

Dual row white light

Large area lighting Lighting and WarningLighting for painting, waxing 
and narrow space
 

Lighting  and  
Refrigerant penetration

One row white light +
one row yellow light 

One row white light +
one row UV light 

One row white light +
one row red flash light 

20W LED
1300 LUX
800 Lm

10W LED
1000 LUX
620 Lm - white
4.882Lm - UV

10W LED
170 LUX
620 Lm - white
142Lm - red flash light

10W LED
1000 LUX - white
950 LUX - yellow
1400 LUX - mix
620 Lm - white
600 Lm - yellow
770 Lm - mix770 Lm - mix

2 IN 1

USB Charger
Input: 100~240V AC
Output: 5V DC 1A Strong magnetic base

Super slim body can reach 
into narrow space

TAIWAN
www.hoyastar.com

Tip with magnet

24cm

48cm

HY-HL1201 HY-HL1202 HY-HL1203 HY-HL1204
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Ultra Slim LED Flexible Magnetic COB  Light

Multi-Functional Adjustable LED COB Magnetic Waterproof Headlight

Super slim body can 
reach into narrow space

No. HY-HL9008

* Suitable for maintenance, 
   technician, general purpose 
* Handy and light
* Lighting around 10 hours
   after charging
* Ultra wide-angle lighting 

8W LED Light

TAIWAN
www.hoyastar.com
360° Swivel Clip with molded 
magnet for convenience to use.

USB Charger
Input: 100~240V AC
Output: 5V DC 1A

No.HY-HL9005 5W LED Light

waterproof

Dimmer Lumen Switch

* 8W COB (Chip on Board.) LED.
* Battery: 3 X AAA Super Heavy Duty 
  1.5V dry batteries last up to 8 hours
  of non-stop use.
* Max Illumination: 236 Lumen..
* Storage temperature: -20℃ to 70℃.
* Operation temperature: -5* Operation temperature: -5℃ to 50℃.
* LED Section: 120°.

No.HY-HL9030
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Magnetic Tool Box 
1. Powder coating finish makes it durable.
2. Angle outline design makes it easy to overlook inside.
3. Chamfer design can hold various tools, i.e. cans, brushes, tapes…etc.
4. Makes tools & hardware handy and organized.
5. Perfect for using in garages, workshops, manufacturing sites, and wherever 
    users need it.
6. Easy to take off or attach to wherever users like with magnetic design.6. Easy to take off or attach to wherever users like with magnetic design.
7. Enhance the load capacity with screws.
8. Removable and portabledesign can carry tools to anywhere you want at the 
    same time.
9. Our special magnets allow this patented design to carry up to 33 lbs by testing 
    on 1mm thickness iron plate. 

HY-11050162

Multi-Function Magnetic Tool Holder
1. Organizes screwdrivers, sockets, wrenches, hammers, pliers and more 
    in one place. (Hold up to 71 tools.)
2. Keep tools neat and in reach.
3. Easily extend width to 50cm (20”) for more available space.
4. Our special magnets allow this patented design to carry up to 33 lbs by 
    testing on 1mm thickness iron plate.
5. Perfect for using in garages, workshops, manufacturing sites and 5. Perfect for using in garages, workshops, manufacturing sites and 
    wherever you need it.
6. Removable and portable design can carry tools to anywhere you want 
    at the same time.

Magnetic Tool Holder HY-11050118
1. Super strong magnet holds and organizes wrenches, sockets, and 
    fasteners.
2. Tools and fasteners can be secured when taken to the job site.
3. Low profile holder fits in tool box, tool storage drawer, or can be hung 
    on any metal surface.
4. With firm grip can take off holder easily from metal surface.

Size: L: 305m/m, W: 50m/m, H: 7m/m Size: L: 305m/m, W: 50m/m, H: 7m/m 

HY-11050147Magnetic Holder For Impact WrenchHY-11050142

1. This magnetic holder is designed for holding most pistol type impact wrenches 
    and impact sockets. 
2. Special magnetic structure can firmly attach to ferric surface up to 33 lbs.
3. The magnetic holder can easily hold one impact wrench, four impact sockets, 
    and other tools,like screwdrivers.
4. With PE coating finishing, this magnetic holder is environmental compliance. 
5. Screw-holes design, you can screw the holder on nonferrous surface 5. Screw-holes design, you can screw the holder on nonferrous surface 
    (two screws included).
6. Wire hook for organize air hoses or electric wire. 
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Magnetic Arm Tool Bag  
1. The magnetic holder is a convenient device to attract and collect 
    bolts, and nails. 
2. The magnet can not attract aluminum or brass objects.
3.  Size: 48*22*10 mm 

HY-L04

1. Easy to pick up various kinds of hand tools and small iron or steel parts 
    for office, house and factory.
2. Pull the trigger to drop attracted items easily.
3. Permanent magnet.
4. Light and handy design fitting ergonomics.
5. Impact-proof plastic materials.

Release Magnetic Finder with Wheels  

HY-11050156     Magnetic Table
1. Can use as an extra table anywhere you want.
2. Magnetic seats can attract small items (i.e. sockets, bits, screws…etc.)
3. Hooks for holding wrenches, hammers…etc.
4. Perfect for using in garages, workshops, manufacturing sites and wherever 
    you need it.
5. Removable and portable design can carry tools to anywhere you want 
    at the same time.    at the same time.
6. Easy to take down notes, testing 
    reports with table design.
7. Our special magnets allow this 
    patented design to carry up to 
    33 lbs by testing on 
    3mm thickness iron plate.

HY-11050151     Mini Magnetic Impact Wrench Holder 
1. Special gap design easy to organize air hoses without barrier. 
2. Hold popular use pistol type impact wrench 

HY-11050126
1. Release magnetic pick up tool has a magnetic device which enable 
    to attract any metal items and spare parts laying on the floor without 
    the trouble to pick them up one by one.
2. Pull the trigger to release magnetic force.
3. Easy to use, safe and practical time saving device.
4. Permanent magnet.
Size: 730 ~ 1040m/m , Total width: 377m/m, Aluminum telescoping handle  Size: 730 ~ 1040m/m , Total width: 377m/m, Aluminum telescoping handle  

HY-11050107    Mini Ez-Release Magnetic Pick-Up Tool 35PCS Muti-Function Rachet Wrench & Magnet Tray Set
HY-H002200771. 150mm (dia.5-3/4”) magnetic tray

2. Great for collecting small items, parts, and fasteners.
3. Multi-function wrench can be applied with bits and sockets.
4. Often-used sockets and bits are inclided.
5. Durable rubber foot prevents damage to valuable surfaces. 
Contents:
1-  Magnetic Tary
1-  Ratchet Wrench

1-  ADAP
1-  Disc

9-  Sockets
21- Bits

1-  Socket Holder
1-  Socket Extension

Holds to metal Available for bits and sockets 
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Combine 4 useful functions in 1 unit:
1. LED Light.
2. Flexible Tube→Fix the angle accuracy.
3. Powerful Magnet→Retrieve items in tight areas.
4. Magnetic Stand→Attach firmly.

HY-6500I-B HY-6500I-C 
Overall length: 24” 
Magnetic field intensity: 1 KG 
Grab: 1 KG 
LED light 
Lithium Cell: LR41 Battery *3
Head: iron 
Handle: PP Cover TPR Handle: PP Cover TPR 
Flexible tube: Spring cover iron & 
Electroplate (Cr) 
Claw: spring steel 
Magnet: Permanent magnet 
LED light: ABS  

HY-6500I-D 

Overall length: 700mm 
Magnetic field intensity: 800g 
Grab: 1 KG
Handle: Aluminum, Anodized 
Flexible shaft : Spring Steel Cover PVC 
Claw: SK5 
Magnet: Neodymium  Magnet: Neodymium  

HY-11050173    Mini Working Lamp Flexible & Magnetic

2 In 1 Pick-up Tools / 3 In 1 Pick-up Tools

HY-11050188  Lighted Pick-Up Tool with Mirror Set 
1. 1-LED Telescope tools eith magnet, 6 section, 1lb, 160mm~ 665mm
2 .1-Telescope Tools, 7 section, 8 lbs, 150mm ~ 665mm
3. 3-Inspection mirror-ø21mm, ø31mm, ø38mm
4. 1-Black bag 

Overall length: 700mm 
Magnetic field intensity: 500g 
Grab: 1 KG 
LR41*3 
Handle: Aluminum, Anodized 
Flexible tube: Spring cover iron & Electroplate(Cr) 
Claw: SK5 Claw: SK5 

HY-11100009    Muti-Function Inspection Tools 
1. Aluminium interchangeable handle 
2. Inspection mirror 
3. 6 lbs magnetic retriever 
4. 10" flexible adapter
5. 9" 135 degree bended adapter 
6. 8" straight adapter 
7. UV light7. UV light
8. LED Light
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HY-WH9601              HY-WH9601J              HY-WH9601K

MANUAL VACUUM DENT PULLER

MULTI-FUNCTION SUCTION CUPS

MINI PRECISION HAMMER

AIR VACUUM DENT PULLER

5 PCS TRIM FASTENER & MOLDING
REMOVAL KIT

6 PCS MINI TRIM & PANEL 
REMOVAL KIT

TAIWAN
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4 PCS COMPOSITE SCRAPER KIT
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W403    Rearview Mirror Type TPMS

W408    Navi Type TPMS

W410    General Type TPMS
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We

TX-PT001
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TRUCK TPMS series is available in configuration to
fit all types of trucks-including light truck, bus, 
agriculture ,ambulance , trailer, etc.

Light and compact

Battery power status display

DIY installation 

Anti theft sensor mounting design

LCD monitor

Abnormal pressure warming

Transmission status display

Accurate tyre pressure sensors

180 P.S.I

RoHS compliance

Auto switching process

Biggest capacity to support
(Support up to 34 wheels in the 1 st version)

Model No.TD2000A-X-04
Content:
TD2000A-X  LCD monitor×1
TD2000A-X  tyre pressure sensor×4
TD2000A-X  relay×1
CR 1632 lithium battery×4
User’s guide×1
AA 1.5V batteryAA 1.5V battery×6
Ant-theft lock tool×4
Monitor Bracket×1
Vehicle external power cable×1
Relay vehicle power cable×1
Relay metal frame×1
4mm screw×2
RelayRelay hard cover×1




